
FOLDING ALUMINUM TABLET DESK STAND

“BEST IPAD® DESKTOP ACCESSORY YET”
  According to CNet’s VersaStand Review 2013

“VERSASTAND ELEVATES YOUR IPAD®”
 According to Technology Tell’s VersaStand Review 2013

VersaStand for iPad®

The patented VersaStand iPad® Desk Stand is a one-
of-a-kind folding aluminum tablet desk stand currently 
compatible with the iPad® 2, 3 and 4. 

The VersaStand comes complete with a rubberized 
hard case (Smart Cover compatible) and attaches 
directly to the included desk stand.  Industrial strength 
aluminum allows VersaStand to remain lightweight 
but high-quality for constant performance and usage. 

The ability for VersaStand to fold almost flat allows for 
easy transport while traveling.  Perfect for watching 
movies, surfing the web, video chatting and so much 
more.

The VersaStand comes with a 1 Year Warranty.

Model#: FDM-IPAD-VSDS

Universal Tablet VersaStand

Now anyone with a tablet can enjoy the VersaStand 
Desk Stand with our new universal tablet version!

The Universal VersaStand comes complete with a 
universal tablet mount that attaches directly to the 
included desk stand. 

Industrial strength aluminum allows VersaStand 
to remain lightweight but high-quality for constant 
performance and usage. 

Perfect for watching movies, surfing the web, video 
chatting and so much more.

The VersaStand comes with a 1 Year Warranty.

Model#: FDM-UNIV-VSDS

STAND  For more information or to purchase visit us online at: 
www.ergotechgroup .com  

The BEST 
iPad Stand

on the Market!



Compatibility: 
    • iPad® 2, 3, and 4 only

Product Includes: VersaStand desk stand + 
rubberized hard case (Smart Cover compatible) for 
your iPad®

Product Specs: Model#: FDM-IPAD-VSDS

Compatibility: 
    • min tablet width is 6”
    • max tablet width is 8”

Product Includes: VersaStand desk stand + universal 
tablet mount

Product Specs: Model#: FDM-UNIV-VSDS

Connecting your tablet to the VersaStand Desk 
Stand is as easy as 2 simple steps:

1. Simply place your tablet into the included rubberized 
hard case or universal tablet mount 

2. Snap it into the desk stand! 

Watch how easily your tablet will become the most 
versatile gadget you own as it transforms the way you 
communicate and surf the web on a daily basis! 

Why not use your tablet as a second monitor while at 
work? Or set it up on your desk for easy Facetime™ or 
Skype™!

The VersaStand Desk Stands folds to a little over 1” thick 
for easy travel.  Just toss in your bag, and off you go!
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The possibilities are endless!


